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HARVESTER GUIDANCE CONTROL SYSTEM
TECHNICAL FIELD
The present invention relates generally to the har
vesting of plants and, more particularly, to an improved
guidance control system for a harvester.

More speci?cally, a guide assembly is also mounted
to the harvester. The guide assembly includes a pair of
laterally-spaced, cooperating tines. These tines are posi
tioned on the harvester so that plants being harvested
pass between the tines.
The guide assembly also includes sensors for sensing

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
A number of harvesting machines have been devel

oped utilizing a guidance control or self-steering system
that maintains the machine in proper position as it pro
ceeds along a row of plants being harvested. An exam
ple of a harvester incorporating a conventional self
steering system is shown in US. Pat. No. 4,367,621 to

the position of plants in the row as they are harvested.
A control circuit on the harvester is responsive to the
sensors so as to selectively impart movement to the

Swetnam et al.

steering linkage and steer the harvester along the row
without the need for operator input. Thus, the harvester

The self-steering system disclosed in the Swetnam et
‘ al. patent includes a pair of laterally spaced, outwardly

operator may advantageously perform other functions

projecting guiding sensors. These sensors sense the

presence and/or position of the plants being harvested.

2

least one ground engaging wheel. An operator con
trolled steering mechanism, such as a steering wheel, is
provided for steering the harvester onto a row. Once
positioned, on a row for harvesting, the guidance con
trol system provides self-steering action for more effec
tive and ef?cient trouble-free harvesting.

20

More speci?cally, as the guiding sensors engage the

plants steering correction forces are transmitted
through a connecting rod to impart movement to the

as the harvester moves along a crop row.

Preferably, a sensor including a spring loaded feeler
element is pivotally mounted to each tine. Each feeler
element is displaceable between a rest position and a

steering adjustment actuating position when engaged

steering crank arm so as to steer the wheels of the har

by a plant being harvested. A switch means, such as a
vester. In this way, the harvester is maintained in proper 25 microswitch, is mounted to each tine in association with

harvesting position as it travels along the entire length

each feeler element. Thus, when the harvester begins to
move too far to the right along the row of plants being

of the crop row. Advantageously, the resulting self
steering action frees the harvester operator for other

harvested the feeler element on the left tine engages a

tasks thereby improving overall labor ef?ciency.

plant. As the left feeler element is displaced to the steer

While the self-steering system disclosed in the Swet
nam et al. patent provides effective guidance of the
harvester along a row, it is not without its disadvantages
and may, therefore, be subject to improvement. For
example, under certain circumstances steering correc
tion forces may be produced that overcompensate caus 35
ing the harvester to wander back and forth across the

sent through the control circuit to cause the harvester

row more than desired. A need is, therefore, identi?ed
for a self-steering or guidance control system that is

plants being harvested. In this instance, the feeler ele

to steer back to the left so as to return to proper harvest

ing position as the harvester continues along the row.
An identical series of events occurs when the har
vester begins to move too far to the left of the row of

into the steering adjustment actuating position. A
switch associated with the right feeler element is closed

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

and a signal is sent along the control circuit to steer the
harvester to the right and return the harvester to proper

Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present

harvesting position.

invention to provide a guidance control system for a
45

construction to reduce manufacturing costs.

Another object of the present invention is to provide
a guidance control system furnishing efficient self-steer
ing action while also allowing immediate override by
the operator for added safety.
An additional object of the present invention is to
provide a guidance control system for self-steering

with the left feeler element is closed. A signal is then

ment on the right tine engages a plant and is displaced

more ef?cient, providing smoother, (more rapid) re
sponse and substantially eliminating wander.

harvester or other like machinery furnishing improved
operating efficiency while having a relatively simple

ing adjustment actuating position, the switch associated

50

heavy machinery with relatively low input forces.

A steering actuator is provided for driving the steer
ing linkage. The control circuit connected to the steer
ing actuator includes a main valve responsive to the
operator control steering wheel and a secondary valve

responsive to the sensors on the guide assembly.
An auxiliary feed port leads from the main valve to
the secondary valve. When the steering wheel is oper
ated by the harvester driver, an interrupter blocks ?ow

through the auxiliary port thus preventing steering
control through the sensors. As a consequence, substan

Yet another object of the present invention is the 55 tially immediate override of the self-steering mechanism
is provided. Thus, the guidance control system of the
provision of a guidance control system that reduces

wander by substantially eliminating overcompensation

present invention provides fully automated perfor

so as to provide smoother, (faster), more accurate self

mance with maximum operator safety through immedi
ate override capability.

steering response.
To achieve the foregoing and other objects, and in
accordance with the purposes of the present invention
as described herein, an improved guidance control sys
tem is provided for a harvester or other machinery. The
guidance control system is operative to maintain the
harvester in proper harvesting position and alignment as 65

being utilized, the interrupter blocks the ?ow through

the harvester travels along a row of plants in a ?eld.

justing the sensitivity of the sensor responsive steering.

The guidance control system includes a steering link
age that is mounted to the harvester and connected to at

Main feed lines connect the main valve to the steering
actuator. When the sensor responsive self steering is

these main feed lines. Secondary feed lines connect the
secondary valve to the steering actuator. Metering
valves are provided in the secondary feed lines for ad

Advantageously, by providing the sensitivity adjust
ment through the metering valves, full operating power

3
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may always be applied to the solenoid of the secondary

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

valve so as to prevent any possibility of the valve stick

ing and thereby delaying steering correction. This re

plants being harvested is dramatically reduced by sub

Reference is now made to FIG. 1 showing tobacco
harvester H as described in our copending patent appli
cation, Ser. No. 07/010176, ?led Feb. 2, 1987, entitled
Apparatus and Method for Automated Tobacco Har

stantially preventing overcompensation of the sensor
responsive steering. In order to achieve this result, the

tobacco harvester H includes the guidance control sys

sults in far more reliable and consistent self steering

operation.
Harvester wander back and forth across the row of

vesting being incorporated herein by reference. The
tem 10 of the present invention. The guidance control

guide assembly is pivotally mounted to the harvester.

system 10 is operative to maintain the harvester H in

Means such as a tie rod assembly are provided for con

proper alignment for harvesting plants as the harvester

necting the guide assembly to the steering linkage.
Thus, when the ground engaging wheel is turned
through operation of the sensor responsive steering, the

travels along a row. While the present invention is being
described for utilization on a tobacco harvester H, it

should be appreciated, however, that it may also be
adapted for utilization on any number of like machines

guide assembly is also turned in the same direction so as

to pivot the sensor or feeler element being engaged by
the plant away from the plant.

as are known in the art.

The guidance control system 10 includes a guide
assembly 12. As best shown in FIG. 2, the guide assem

By pivoting the feeler element away from the plant,
the feeler element is more rapidly released from engage

bly 12 includes a pair of laterally spaced, cooperating
tines 14. A plant receiving path P is de?ned between the

ment with the plant and is biased so as to return to the

rest position. The switch associated with this feeler
element is then opened and further additional turning of
the harvester in the direction of the row crop is prohib—
ited. It should be recognized, however, that suf?cient
guidance correction has been completed at this time to
bring the harvester back into proper line and (substan

tines 14. The tines 14 are mounted to a yoke 16. The

yoke 16 includes an aperture 18 allowing pivotal mount
ing of the guide assembly 12 to the harvester H. More

speci?cally, the journal 16 extends rearwardly of the
tines 14 for connection to the harvester H behind the
circular cutting saw S (see also FIG. 1). The saw S
severs the plant stalks passing between the tines 14 near
the ground and a conveyor C receives and raises the

tially only) overcompensation is eliminated.
"
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.. Preferably, the tie rod assembly includes a slip rod
a hollow tube member that is slidably received over

severed plants from the ground for subsequent delivery
to a portable frame for curing.

the distal end of the slip rod. The tie rod assembly is

A sensor, generally designated by reference numeral

1 biased in both tension and compression by means of a

spring. The spring is ?xed to the proximal end of the slip
rod and the end of the hollow tube member received
over the slip rod. Advantageously, this spring assures
proper operation of the sensors and the closing of the
switches by the feeler elements when engaged by a
plant as described in greater detail below.
.;.'.'._:.Still other objects of the present invention will be 40
.readily apparent to those skilled in this art from the

=-,following description wherein is shown and described
the preferred embodiment of this invention simply by
way of illustration of one of the modes best suited to
carry out the invention. As will be realized, the inven

tion is capable of other different embodiments, and its
several details are capable of modi?cations in various,

20, is mounted to each tine 14. Each sensor 20 senses the

position of the plants passing through the plant receiv
ing path P as they are being harvested. The sensors 20
each include a feeler element 22 pivotally mounted to
the tine 14 by means of a pin 24. As shown, each feeler

element 22 is biased inwardly along the plant receiving
path P to a rest position (shown in full line in FIG. 2) by
means of a spring 26.
When both feeler elements 22 are in the rest position,
microswitches 28 mounted to each tine 14 and associ

ated with each feeler element remain open. As long as
each microswitch 28 remains open, no steering correc
tion is imparted to the harvester H. Thus, the harvester
H continues to advance along the row in the direction

of action arrow A with plant stalks T passing freely

obvious aspects all without departing from the inven
tion. Accordingly, the drawing and descriptions will be

between the tines 14 to the circular saw S.

regarded as illustrative in nature and not as restrictive.

numeral 30 and shown in FIG. 3, is responsive to the
sensors 20 to steer the harvester H. The circuit 30 in
cludes a hydraulic cylinder or steering actuator 32 for

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

A control circuit, generally designated by reference

The accompanying drawing incorporated in and

driving the steering linkage 34 and directing or turning

forming a part of the speci?cation, illustrates several
aspects of the present invention, and together with the
description serves to explain the principles of the inven
tion. In the drawings:

40 to a main valve 42. Operation of the main valve 42 is

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a harvester including

the guidance control system of the invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematical broken-away top plan view of
the steering linkage and guide assembly of the present
invention; and
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the control circuit of

the present invention.
Reference will now be made in detail to the present

preferred embodiment of the invention, an example of
which is illustrated in the accompanying drawing.

the front wheels 36 of the harvester H (see also FIGS.
1 and 2).
A pump 38 pumps hydraulic fluid from the reservoir

controlled by the harvester operator through the steer
ing wheel 44. As the steering wheel 44 is turned by the
60 operator to drive the harvester H onto a row, hydraulic

?uid is directed through lines 46 and 48 to the steering
actuator 32 so as to provide steering control.
Once the harvester H is aligned parallel to a row with

the tines 14 extending on opposite sides of the end plant
65 of the row, the actuator switch 50 may be activated to

initiate the sensor responsive self steering operation.
At this time, the steering wheel control 44 is no

longer utilized by the operator and hydraulic fluid is

5
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directed from the main valve 42 through the auxiliary
line 52 to the secondary valve 54.

6

trol for maximum safety as well as ?exibility of system

operation.

Operation of the secondary valve 54 is controlled by

Flow control valves 66 are also provided in the lines

the left and right steering sensors 20 on the tines 14. If

58 of the control circuit 30 leading from the secondary

the harvester H begins drifting to the right or the plant

valve 54. These ?ow control valves 66 are manually
adjusted to meter the ?uid ?ow rate from the secondary
valve 54 to the steering cylinder 32. In this way, the
valves 66 control the sensitivity or response rate of the

row turns to the left as may occur in contour farming,

the stalks T of the plants passing between the tines 14
engage the left feeler element 22. When engaged by a
stalk T, the left feeler element 22 is displaced to the

sensor responsive self steering system. For example,

steering adjustment actuating position (see dashed lines

where the valves 66 are adjusted to allow a relatively

in FIG. 2). In this position the associated microswitch
28 is closed and a signal is sent along the line 56 to the
secondary valve 54.

p

The secondary valve 54 responds to this signal by
directing hydraulic liquid ?ow along the lines 58 and 48
to the steering cylinder 32. More speci?cally, the ?ow
causes the piston rod 60 to extend and thereby turn the
front wheels 36 of the harvester H to the left. As the
harvester H moves to the left and again becomes prop

erly aligned with the plant row, the plant stalks T being
harvested again pass through the path P between the
tines 14 without engaging either feeler element 20.
When this occurs, the spring 26 biases the left feeler

element 22 back to its original, rest position thereby
reopening the associated microswitch 28. With both
microswitches 28 now open, no further steering correc
tions are initiated.

fast rate of ?ow, the piston rod 60 of the steering cylin
der 32 is moved relatively rapidly to quickly turn the
front wheels 36 of the harvester H in response to the
sensors 20. Conversely, where the valves 66 are ad

justed to allow relatively slower ?ow, steering response
is desensitized and the wheels 36 are turned more

slowly.
Advantageously, by varying the sensitivity hydrauli
cally through operation of the ?ow control valves 66,
the hydraulic or electrical power operating the second
ary valve 54 does not need to be varied. Thus, the sec

ondary valve 54 may be operated at full power at all

times thereby assuring smooth, rapid operation. Fur
ther, more dependable and reliable performance is pro
vided since full power operation substantially prevents
any possibility of the secondary valve 54 sticking in

position.

The guidance control system 10 of the present inven
tion also eliminates the wander problem prevalent in
harvester drifts to the left of the plant row or the plant 30 prior art self steering devices. The guidance control
row turns to the right, the stalks T of the plants being
system 10 achieves this result by incorporating a struc
harvested engage the right feeler element 22. This
ture substantially preventing overcompensation by the

Conversely, it should be appreciated that when the

' closes the associated microswitch 28 causing a steering

correction signal to be transmitted, along the line 62 to

the secondary valve'54. Hydraulic ?ow is then directed
from the secondary valve 54 along the lines 58 and 48 to
the steering cylinder 32 as required to cause the piston
rod 60 to be retracted and the harvester H to turn to the

right.
Once the harvester H is again properly aligned with
the row, the right feelerelement 22 no longer engages

plant stalks T passing through'the path P and returns to
the rest position. As a result, the associated microswitch
28 also reopens and no further steering corrections are

made until either feeler element 22 is again engaged by
a stalk T.

As shown, the control circuit 30 also includes an

interrupter 64. When the sensor responsive steering is
operating and the steering wheel 44 is not being utilized
by the operator, the interrupter 64 blocks the ?ow of
hydraulic flow along the lines 46 to the main valve 42.
The trapped ?uid in the line 46 then acts as a check to

ensure that ?uid ?ow through the secondary valve 54
travels along the lines 58 and 48 directly to the steering.

cylinder 32.
When the sensor responsive steering is engaged and

self steering mechanism, which structure will now be
described in detail.
More speci?cally, the control system 10 includes a tie

rod assembly generally designated by reference nu
meral 68 for connecting the guide assembly 12 to the
steering linkage 34. As shown in FIG. 2, the tie rod
assembly 68 includes a slip rod 70. The slip rod 70 has a

proximal end pivotally mounted to the steering linkage
34 by means of a pin 72. The tie rod assembly 68 also
includes a hollow tube member 74. The tube member 74
has one end pivotally mounted to a lug on the guide
assembly 12 by means of a pin 76. The opposite end of
45 the tube member 74 is slidably received over the distal

end of the slip rod 70.
A coil spring 78 is received around the slip rod 70.
The spring 78 is ?xed at one end adjacent the proximal
end of the slip rod 70 and at the other end to the end of
the tube member 74 received over the slip rod. Thus, it
should be appreciated that the tie rod assembly 68 is
biased in both tension and compression.
The force of the spring 78 is greater than the force of
the springs 26 biasing the feeler elements 22. Thus,
55 when either of the feeler elements 22 engages a stalk T _

as the harvester H moves along a row, that feeler ele

the harvester operator finds it necessary to suddenly - ment is pivoted to the steering adjustment actuating
steer from the plant row as, for example, to avoid hit
position while the guide assembly 12 is substantially
ting a co-worker, the operator need only utilize the
maintained in position. Thus, proper operation of the
steering wheel control 44.‘ When the steering wheel 60 sensor responsive steering to initiate a steering correc
control 44 is turned by the operator, hydraulic ?uid
tion is assured.
?ow is directed from the main valve 42 through the
As previously discussed above, when, for example,
lines 46 and 48 to the steering cylinder. Substantially
the left feeler element 22 closes its associated micro
simultaneously, the interrupter 64 stops or blocks hy
switch 28, the steering actuator 32 drives the linkage 34
draulic fluid flow along the auxiliary line 52 to the sec 65 to turn the wheels 36 to the left. This serves to bring the
ondary valve 54. Thus, it should be appreciated that
harvester H back into proper alignment to follow the
steering control through the operator controlled steer
plant row being harvested. As the wheels 36 turn to the
ing wheel 44 overrides sensor responsive steering con
left, the guide assembly 12 is also pivoted to the left.

7
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This is because of the connection of the guide assembly
12 to the steering linkage 34 by means of the tie rod
assembly 68.
With the pivoting of the guide assembly 12 to the left,
it should be appreciated that the left feeler element 22 is
more rapidly moved from the side of the engaging stalk
T than if the assembly did not pivot. Since the feeler

8

at least one ground engaging wheel connected to said

steering linkage;
an operator controlled steering means for steering

said harvester;
a guide assembly pivotally mounted to said harvester
including sensor means for sensing the position of

plants being harvested;

element 22 is brought out of engagement sooner, the
element is faster to return to the rest position under the
force of the spring 26. Thus, the associated microswitch

a control circuit responsive to said sensor means to

selectively impart movement to said steering link
age to steer said harvester along said row, said
control circuit also including means for substan

28 is opened sooner and the steering response time to

each input of the feeler elements 22 is shortened. Ad
vantageously, the shortened response time makes it less
likely that the harvester H will be directed too far to the
left necessitating an additional recorrection to the right.
Since the tie rod assembly 68 is biased in both tension
(during a turn to the right) and compression (during a
turn to the left), this system operates substantially the

tially simultaneously interrupting steering control
through said sensor means when said operator
controlled steering means in utilized by said opera
tor; and

means for subtantially preventing overcompensation
by said sensor means responsive steering as said
harvester is steered along the plant row, said over
compensation preventing means including means

same way when the right feeler element 22 engages a
stalk T. Thus, wander back and forth across the row is

for connecting said guide assembly to said steering

reduced or eliminated.

linkage whereby when said ground engaging

In summary, numerous bene?ts have been described

wheel is turned by said sensor means responsive

which result from employing the concepts of the pres
steering said guide assembly is also turned so as to
ent invention. Advantageously, the guidance control
pivot said sensor means away from said plant being
25
system 10 of the present invention allows override of
sensed.
the sensor responsive self-steering whenever the steer
2. The guidance control system set forth in claim 1,
ing wheel control 44 is turned by the operator. Thus,
wherein said guide assembly includes a pair of laterally
maximum safety in operation is assured. Further, by
spaced cooperating tines pivotally mounted to said har
controlling the sensitivity of the sensor responsive steer
vester.
ing through flow control valves 66 in the hydraulic lines
3. The guidance control system set forth in claim 2,
58, more dependable and reliable performance is at
wherein said sensor means includes a biased feeler ele
tained. This is because the hydraulic sensitivity control
ment pivotally mounted to each tine, each feeler ele
allows the operation of the solenoid of the secondary
ment being displaceable between a rest position and a
valve 54 at full power at all times thus preventing stick

ing of the valve and delays in steering corrections.
Advantageously, the guidance control system 10 also
incorporates a tie rod assembly 68, biased in both ten
sion and compression during steering, connecting the
steering linkage 34 with the pivoting guide assembly 12.
This system allows feedback from the steering linkage
34 to the guide assembly 12 that substantially prevents

overcompensating steering corrections and thereby
eliminates wander. Thus, the guidance system of the
present invention allows more ef?cient and effective

control of the harvester H during harvesting.
The foregoing description of a preferred embodiment
of the invention has been presented for purposes of
illustration and description. It is not intended to be

steering adjustment actuating position when engaged
by a plant being harvested.
4. The guidance control system set forth in claim 3,
wherein a switch means is mounted to each tine in asso
40

ciation with said feeler elements, each of said switch
means being activated by said associated biased feeler
element when displaced to said steering adjustment

actuating position.
5. The guidance control system set forth in claim 1,
further comprising a steering actuator for driving said
steering linkage; said control circuit connected to said
steering actuator including a main valve responsive to
said operator controlled steering means and a secondary
valve responsive to said sensor means.

6. The guidance control system set forth in claim 5,
exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form 50
further comprising an auxiliary feed line leading from
disclosed. Obvious modi?cations or variations are possi

ble in light of the above teachings. The embodiment
was chosen and described to provide the best illustra

tion of the principles of the invention and its practical
application to thereby enable one of ordinary skill in the
art to utilize the invention in various embodiments and
with various modi?cations as are suited to the particular
use contemplated. All such modi?cations and variations
are within the scope of the invention as determined by

said main valve to said secondary valve; said interrupt
ing means blocking ?ow through said auxiliary line
when said operator controlled steering means is being
utilized.
7. The guidance control system set forth in claim 6,

further comprising main feed lines connecting said main

valve to said steering actuator and secondary feed lines
connecting said secondary valve to said steering actua
the appended claims when interpreted in accordance 60 tor; said interrupting means blocking ?ow through said
with the breadth to which they are fairly, legally and
main feed lines when said sensor responsive steering is

equitably entitled.

being utilized.

We claim:
1. A guidance control system for a harvester or the

8. The guidance control system set forth in claim 7,
further comprising flow control valves in said second
like operative to maintain said harvester in proper align 65 ary feed lines for adjusting sensitivity of said sensor
ment for harvesting plants from a row in a ?eld, com

prising:
a steering linkage mounted to said harvester;

responsive steering.
9. The guidance control system set forth in claim 1,
wherein said connecting means is a tie rod assembly.

4,726,175
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10. The guidance control system set fortn in claim 9,

13. The guidance control system set forth in claim 11,

wherein said tie rod assembly includes a hollow tube
member slidably received over a slip rod.

wherein said sensor means is displaceable between a rest

position to which it is biased and a steering adjustment

actuating position when engaged by a plant being har

11. The guidance control system set forth in claim 10,

vested; said tie rod assembly biasing means producing a

wherein is provided means for biasing said tie rod as

greater force than is biasing said sensor means so as to

sembly in tension and compression during turning.
12. The guidance control system set forth in claim 11,

substantially prevent said guide assembly from pivoting

when said sensor means is initially engaged by a plant
wherein said biasing means is a spring having one end
whereby displacement of said sensor means to said
?xed to said slip rod and an opposite end ?xed to said 10 steering adjustment actuating position is assured.
*
II
I!
i
i
hollow tube member.
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